Interplay between sequence, structure and linear motifs in the adenovirus E1A hub protein.
E1A is the main transforming protein in mastadenoviruses. This work uses bioinformatics to extrapolate experimental knowledge from Human adenovirus serotype 5 and 12 E1A proteins to all known serotypes. A conserved domain architecture with a high degree of intrinsic disorder acts as a scaffold for multiple linear motifs with variable occurrence mediating the interaction with over fifty host proteins. While linear motifs contribute strongly to sequence conservation within intrinsically disordered E1A regions, motif repertoires can deviate significantly from those found in prototypical serotypes. Close to one hundred predicted residue-residue contacts suggest the presence of stable structure in the CR3 domain and of specific conformational ensembles involving both short- and long-range intramolecular interactions. Our computational results suggest that E1A sequence conservation and co-evolution reflect the evolutionary pressure to maintain a mainly disordered, yet non-random conformation harboring a high number of binding motifs that mediate viral hijacking of the cell machinery.